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lline capsules that release their
contents by light†

Akira Nagai,a Ryo Nishimura, a Yohei Hattori, a Eri Hatano,a Ayako Fujimoto,a

Masakazu Morimoto, b Nobuhiro Yasuda,c Kenji Kamada, d Hikaru Sotome, e

Hiroshi Miyasaka, e Satoshi Yokojima, f Shinichiro Nakamura g

and Kingo Uchida *a

Here, we present single crystalline capsules of a photoresponsive molecule produced by simple

recrystallization from organic solutions without direct human processing. During the crystal growth

process, a movie was taken of the capsule taking in the organic solution. The capsules responded rapidly

(<1 s) to the UV light stimuli and released the captured solution or solute. In principle, they can take in

any substance dissolved in organic solvents, and their size can be controlled. Moreover, the capsule can

be broken by multi-photon excitation using a near-infrared laser within the biological window.

Furthermore, because the molecular packing in the crystal is unidirectional, the response can be

controlled by the polarization of the light. This study shows the new potential of photoresponsive

molecules.
Introduction

Photoresponsive molecules have been considered for a variety
of applications, from memories1 and switches2 to molecular
machines3,4 and articial intelligence.5 In particular, assemblies
of photoresponsive molecules can convert the photoreaction at
the molecular level into the macroscopic dynamic behaviour of
materials.6,7 Among them, single crystals of photoresponsive
molecules are the simplest form, and they can directly translate
molecular structural changes into forces.8–11 The most violent
moves of crystals by light, including leaps and destruction, were
named the photosalient effect by Naumov and co-workers.12,13

However, it has been difficult to apply photosalient phenomena
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to a functional device. We have previously created a photo-
salient crystal with a cavity formed during the sublimation
process and demonstrated the scattering of 1 mm-sized beads
from inside the cavity by UV-irradiation.14 This was a biomi-
metic system mimicking the seeds of Impatiens, except that the
closed edge of the crystal was cut and the ‘seeds’ were articially
implanted by a capillary phenomenon by dipping the edge of
the hollow crystal. In addition, there was no lid for the cavity,
and thus it was always open.

Here, we have discovered a photosalient crystal that naturally
takes in organic solutions during the recrystallization process.
The capsule is sealed and can take in any solute in the solvent in
principle. Such organic molecular crystals with sealed hollows
have been known since the turn of the century,15,16 but only
recently have attempts been made to deliberately create and
control them.17,18

The capsule released its contents in 1 second by UV irradi-
ation. To show the potential of a bioengineering application, we
demonstrate multiphoton response to near-infrared (NIR) light
within a biological optical window, which is applied in photo-
dynamic therapy.19,20 To show the features of photoreactive
single molecular crystals, reactivity control by linearly polarized
light has also been demonstrated.

Although this research represents a basic scientic
discovery, packing, moving, and releasing materials without
touching them is a fundamental demand of technology. Pho-
toresponsive molecular capsules have the potential to be used
in a variety of applications that require the release of chemicals,
such as so robot parts,21,22 drug delivery systems,23,24 articial
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11585–11592 | 11585
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nerves,25,26 articial muscles,27,28 and human–machine inter-
faces that convey taste and smell.29,30
Results and discussion
Characterization of crystalline capsules

We prepared a new diarylethene with m-trimethylsilylphenyl
groups at both ends of the molecule (1o) (Fig. 1a). Diarylethenes
are extensively studied compounds with photochromism, which
show a reversible transformation between open and closed
forms by photoirradiation.1 The diarylethene 1o showed
photochromism between 1o and 1c in solid and in solution
(Fig. 1a and S1†). When the crystals were continuously irradi-
ated with a UV lamp (l ¼ 313 nm), they turned blue and then
showed slight bending followed by fragmentation (a photo-
salient effect).

When we tried to obtain single crystals of 1o using
a common evaporation method from various organic solvents
such as hexane, ethyl acetate and dichloromethane at room
temperature, we found a certain portion of them had capsule
structures. From a hexane solution, 7.7% of the crystals (668 out
Fig. 1 The formation and response of crystalline capsules of diarylethene
photo-release from a crystalline capsule. (b) A crystalline capsule of 1o
a needle, hexane solution leaked, and the intrusion of air bubbles into the
a crystalline capsule shown in (c); hole size was ca. 30� 70 mm. (e) Observ
with the formation of two capsule cavities (ESI Movie S2†). (f) A 1o crystal e
(centre). Crystal irradiated with 405 nm LED light, which released solutio
crystalline capsule of 1o encapsulating a BPEA crystal (left). Crystal irradia
light, where the crystal released the contained crystal of BPEA by a pho
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of 7967) had capsule structures (see also Experimental section).
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis showed that
crystalline capsules prepared from these solvents have the same
crystal structure as non-capsule crystals (Table S1†).

To ascertain that the capsule had a closed structure without
holes, we cracked a crystal (Fig. 1b) with a needle, consequently,
air bubbles entered the hollow as the liquid inside (hexane
solution) began to ow out (Fig. 1c, ESI Movie S1†). A cross-
section scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the
crystal shows a hollow structure (Fig. 1d and S2a–f†).

We observed the formation process of the capsule structure
by optical microscopy and captured themoment of formation of
the primary liquid inclusions31 (Fig. 1e, ESI Movie S2†). The
hollows were formed parallel to the fast-growing axis similarly
to the recent reports of inclusions in organic molecular crys-
tals,16,18 and the formation mechanism of the crystalline
capsules was in accordance with these references where the
formation mechanism is attributed to the inhomogeneous
growth of crystals. In this work as well, the appearance of
cavities due to inhomogeneous growth of the crystals, and
trapping of the solution in the cavities were observed.
1. (a) Molecular structures of open-(1o) and closed-ring isomer (1c) and
including hexane solution of 1o. (c) After the capsule was broken with
capsule was observed (ESI Movie S1†). (d) Cross-section SEM image of
ation of the formation of crystalline capsule. A crystal was grown along
ncapsulating BPEA in solution (left). Crystal irradiated with 450 nm light
n by a photosalient phenomenon (right). See also ESI Movie S3.† (g) A
ted with 405 nm light (centre). Continued irradiation with the 405 nm
tosalient phenomenon (right). See also ESI Movie S4.†

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Crystalline capsules containing uorescent dyes

We prepared crystalline capsules containing 9,10-bis(phenyle-
thynyl)anthracene (BPEA), a highly uorescent hydrophobic
dye, by adding BPEA in hexane, a recrystallization solvent.
These crystals had the same crystal structure as the previous
crystals (Table S2†). The wavelength of the absorption edge of
BPEA is longer than that of 1o, and the absorption tail of BPEA
exceeds 450 nm where 1o has no absorption. The emission
wavelength of BPEA is also longer than that of 1o (Fig. S1c and
S2j†). Therefore, when the crystalline capsule was irradiated
with 450 nm LED light, blue uorescence from BPEA in the
hexane inside the capsule was observed (Fig. 1f). When 405 nm
LED light was applied to activate the capsule body of 1o, it
released an encapsulated hexane solution of BPEA showing
a photosalient phenomenon (ESI Movie S3†). In the event,
capsules always cracked perpendicular to the long axis of the
capsules.

Surprisingly, we found some crystals of 1o encapsulating
orange BPEA crystals (Fig. 1g and S2g–i†) in the same recrys-
tallization solution as the crystals encapsulating BPEA in solu-
tion. By irradiation of 405 nm LED light to the capsules, orange
uorescence from the BPEA crystals in the capsule was
observed, followed by scattering from the crystalline capsule of
Fig. 2 A crystalline capsule of 1o encapsulating fluorescent dye solut
irradiated with 450 nm light, which does not induce the photoreaction
Crystal irradiated with 365 nm light, which induces the photoreaction o
rescence area from 5(6)-FAM expanded on the water surface over time

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
1o to release the BPEA crystals showing photosalient
phenomena (ESI Movie S4†).

To visually demonstrate the photo-induced property of
a crystalline capsule of 1o, we made crystalline capsules con-
taining 5(6)-carboxyuorescein (5(6)-FAM), a uorescent dye
used as a uorescent tracer. The crystalline capsules were
prepared from an acetone–methanol (3 : 1) solution of 1o and
5(6)-FAM in 21% yield. If a chemical can be dissolved in
a solvent and coexist with 1o under recrystallization conditions,
it is assumed that the capsule can take up any such chemical in
solution. A crystal was oated on an aqueous buffer droplet (pH
¼ 9.18 at 25 �C) under a microscope, and the green uorescence
of 5(6)-FAM was visualized by 450 nm LED light, which does not
induce the photoreaction of 1o (Fig. 2a). Upon UV irradiation,
the green uorescence emission from 5(6)-FAM was diffused in
the aqueous buffer that appeared aer the capsule was broken.
The uorescence of 5(6)-FAM expanded on the water surface
around the crystal, indicating successfully photoinduced
release from the crystalline capsule (Fig. 2b, ESI Movie S5†).
These crystalline capsules can scatter uorescent beads (1 mm-
diameter) similarly to the previous cup-shaped crystals14 by
hand processing (Fig. S3a, ESI Movie S6†), which visually
demonstrates that the crystals can release both liquid and solid
matters.
ion. (a) A 1o crystal encapsulating 5(6)-FAM solution and the crystal
of 1o. Green fluorescence was observed from 5(6)-FAM solution. (b)
f 1o to release the solution by a photosalient phenomenon. The fluo-
(ESI Movie S5†).

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11585–11592 | 11587
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To control the crystal size, we changed a recrystallization
period to obtain crystalline capsules. When the crystalline
capsules containing 5(6)-FAM were prepared by recrystallization
from the mixture of acetone and methanol dissolving the dye,
the sizes of the obtained capsules were 2mm in length and 300–
400 mm in width for a 48 h recrystallization period. The sizes of
the capsules were successfully reduced to less than 400 mm in
length and less than 50 mm in width by shortening the recrys-
tallization period to 12 h and ltering the solutions aer this
period. Elongation of the period induced an incremental
increase in the maximum size of the crystals, with smaller
crystals coexisting with them. The smaller capsules also
released the 5(6)-FAM they contained, which was clearly
observed by the expansion of the cloud-like green uorescent
zone around the crystal upon UV irradiation (Fig. S3b, ESI Movie
S7†).
Multi-photon excitation

We used a femtosecond laser pulse at 802 nm instead of UV
light to break the crystalline capsules by multiphoton absorp-
tion. When the capsule of 1o was irradiated with a laser
(Fig. 3a), the capsule turned blue and was broken, showing
Fig. 3 Photoresponse of a crystalline capsule upon NIR light. (a) Pho
absorption using femtosecond NIR laser (802 nm) and absorption spectr
shown in purple and the biological window (650–1350 nm) is shown in pin
with femtosecond NIR (802 nm) laser. Two photons of 802 nm correspo
the capsule. (b) A crystalline capsule of 1o used in this experiment (left). U
capsule of 1owas coloured blue (centre part of dark domain is the cavity
and the left side jumped out immediately. The second cracks were obser
phenomenon (99 s). See also ESI Movie S8.†

11588 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11585–11592
a photosalient phenomenon (Fig. 3b, ESI Movie S8†). During
laser irradiation, the rise in the capsule's temperature was only
1.6 �C as monitored by thermography (Fig. S4a and b†).
Therefore, the laser excites the molecules efficiently by multi-
photon absorption and only slightly heats the crystal. No phase
transition accompanied by laser irradiation, which was consis-
tent with the DSC measurement showing no peak around this
temperature region (23.9–25.5 �C; Fig. S4c†).

From the two-photon absorption (TPA) cross section of 1o
separately measured in dichloromethane solution, the ratio of
the number of excited 1o molecules to that of the molecules in
the ground state before irradiation by a single laser pulse was
estimated to be 2.36 � 10�6 (see ESI and Fig. S4d†). With this
value, 12% of 1o molecules could be excited by the NIR laser in
50 s, which was the time it took for the crystal to show a pho-
tosalient effect (corresponding to 50 000 pulses). This value is
sufficient for the crystal to exhibit the photosalient phenom-
enon described later. The response to NIR light within the
biological window (650–1350 nm),20,32 which penetrates bio-
logical tissue, is an important factor for applications operating
in living bodies such as a drug delivery system. The NIR
multiphoton excitation can be used to induce photo-release
from the crystalline capsules.
tosalient phenomenon of a crystalline capsule of 1o by multiphoton
um of 1o in crystalline state. Absorption wavelength of 1o (<420 nm) is
k in the spectrum. Crystal of 1owas excited bymultiphoton absorption
nd to the one photon of 401 nm, which is the tail of the absorbance of
pon irradiation of the femtosecond NIR laser (802 nm), the crystalline
including hexane solution of 1o). The initial crack was observed at 50 s,
ved at 98 s. Then, the missing part of the crystal showed a photosalient

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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X-ray crystallography

To clarify the mechanism of photoresponse in the crystal 1o, we
performed XRD measurements on a single crystal of 1o before
and aer irradiation of UV light (l ¼ 400 nm) for 10 s and 20 s
(orthorhombic, space group Pbcn, Z ¼ 8, Table S3†). Upon
further UV irradiation, the crystal broke. The conversion rate to
1c aer the 20 s irradiation (ca. 10%; Table S3†) was consistent
with the conversion rate by the femtosecond NIR laser (ca. 12%),
showing a photosalient effect. Then, the a-axis and b-axis of the
Fig. 4 Photoresponse of a crystalline capsule upon polarized light. (a) Re
and b-axes of the crystal lattice. (b) Molecular packing of 1o in the crys
photosalient effect depending on polarization direction of UV light. Pola
action spectrum of the crystal of 1o. The colouring of the crystal is depen
of 1o were placed orthogonally to each other on a slide glass. When 365
axis perpendicular to the polarization direction showed colouration follow
placed together and oriented at angles 45� apart. The crystal whose long a
followed by the one rotated 45� from the polarization direction. The crys
largely unchanged (ESI Movie S10†).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
unit cell expanded by 0.77% and 0.81%, respectively, while the
c-axis contracted by 1.30%, and cell volume expanded by 0.26%
(Table S3†). These changes were much larger than those of the
photosalient crystal we previously reported.14 The scattering
speed of 1o was 1.0 m s�1, which is similar to the previous
results.

Face-indexing of a single crystal revealed that the widest
surface of the crystal was (001) face, and the thickness direction
of the crystal was determined to be the c-axis. The longer and
lationship between long and short axes of the crystalline capsule and a-
tal viewed from the (001) surface. (c) Schematic diagram of observed
rization direction is parallel to the white double arrow. (d) Polar plot of
dent on the direction of polarized UV light. (e) Two crystalline capsules
nm linearly polarized light was irradiated, the crystal which has its long
ed by jumping away (ESI Movie S9†). (f) Three crystalline capsules were
xis was perpendicular to the polarization direction jumped away at first,
tal whose long axis was parallel to the polarization direction remained

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11585–11592 | 11589
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shorter axes of the widest surface of the crystal were found to be
the b-axis and a-axis of the unit cell, respectively (Fig. 4a). Since
the long axis of the crystal along the b-axis expanded, it was
observed that the crystals bent in the direction opposite to the
light source when the wide (001) surface was irradiated with UV
light (Fig. S5†). It is assumed that the crystal breaks when the
structure can no longer withstand the accumulated strain. The
cracks were generated perpendicular to the long axis of the
crystalline capsules, which is along the b-axis.
Control by linear polarization of light

The photoresponse of the crystal of 1o depends on the polari-
zation direction of light, since all of the molecules are regularly
aligned in the single crystals (Fig. 4b). When linearly polarized
365 nm light was irradiated on the (001) surface of the photo-
irradiated crystal, the 1o molecule reacted strongly to this light
when polarized parallel to the a-axis (Fig. 4c) as shown in the
polar plot of action spectrum (Fig. 4d).

To demonstrate the controllability of the photosalient
phenomena of the crystalline capsules by the polarization
direction of the light, we irradiated crystalline capsules placed
on a slide glass with linearly polarized 365 nmUV light and then
observed the photosalient effect (jumping) through a micro-
scope (Fig. 4c). When two crystalline capsules were positioned
orthogonally to each other (Fig. 4e), the crystal whose long axis
(b-axis) was perpendicular to the polarization direction showed
colouration followed by jumping out from the view, whereas the
other crystal showed almost no change (Fig. 4d, ESI Movie S9†).

Similarly, when three crystalline capsules were placed
together and oriented at angles 45� apart, the crystal whose long
axis (b-axis) was perpendicular to the polarization direction
initially showed the photosalient phenomenon of jumping out
of the screen, and then the crystal placed at the oblique angle
showed this photosalient effect. The crystal placed parallel to
the polarization direction only showed observable cracking on
the surface (Fig. 4f, ESI Movie S10†). These results demonstrate
that the photosalient phenomena of the crystalline capsules can
be controlled by the polarization direction of the light.

Dependence on polarization direction of the light could also
be observed through the bending behaviour of the crystals.
Some crystalline capsules of 1o were placed on the tips of glass
capillaries, and the wide (001) surface was irradiated with
365 nm UV light through a linear polarizer. When the polari-
zation direction was parallel to the a-axis, the crystal bent and
then broke (Fig. S6a–c†). On the other hand, when the polari-
zation direction was perpendicular to the a-axis, the crystal was
slightly bent but not broken (Fig. S6d and e†). The crystal did
not break even aer irradiation for 40 s, but when the polarizer
was rotated 90� (to make it parallel to the a-axis), it bent further
and then broke showing photosalient phenomenon (Fig. S6f
and g†).
Conclusions

In summary, we prepared a novel diarylethene 1o, found that it
forms liquid inclusions, and succeeded in encapsulating
11590 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 11585–11592
chemicals dissolved in or precipitated from recrystallization
solvents. The sizes of these “crystalline capsules” were
controllable by the recrystallization period. We also demon-
strated the release of chemicals due to a photosalient effect by
irradiation with UV light and by multiphoton absorption with
an NIR laser. The photoresponse was selective to the linear
polarization of incident light. Compared to previously reported
photo-release systems, crystalline capsules have novel charac-
teristics: the ability in a solid wall to completely separate
internal and external spaces, the capability to contain a variety
of chemicals soluble in organic solvents, rapid release of
chemicals within 1 second, and crystal-orientation-dependent
reactivity to linearly polarized light. We expect these crystal-
line capsules to be of great use in the future in various scientic
elds such as materials engineering, medicine, and robotics.

Experimental
Synthesis of 1,2-bis(2-methyl-5-(phenyl-3-trimethylsilyl)thien-
3-yl)peruorocyclopentene (1o)

In an argon gas atmosphere, 1.50 g (3.43 mmol, 1.0 eq.) of 1,2-
bis(5-chloro-2-methylthien-3-yl)peruorocyclopentene (2o),
prepared according to a previous paper,33 was dissolved in
50 mL of anhydrous diethyl ether in a 100 mL three-necked
ask. The solution was cooled in an ice-salt bath to around
�6 �C. To the solution, 6.43 mL (10.3 mmol, 3.0 eq.) of 1.6 M n-
BuLi hexane solution was gradually added over 15min, followed
by stirring for 1 h at the above temperature. To the solution,
2.76 mL (10.3 mmol, 3.0 eq.) of B(OBu)3 was gradually added
over 5 min followed by stirring, and the mixture was allowed to
warm to room temperature. Aer stirring at room temperature
for an additional 1 h, 10 mL of water was added. Then the
solvents in the three-necked ask were removed in vacuo. The
ask was placed under an argon gas atmosphere, then 1.81 g
(7.89 mmol, 2.3 eq.) of 1-bromo-3-(trimethylsilyl)benzene (3),
prepared according to a previous paper,34 40 mL of 20 wt%
Na2CO3 aq. solution, 40 mL of THF, and 0.28 g (0.24 mmol, 0.07
eq.) of tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium (0) were added
successively. Then the mixture solution was reuxed (70 �C) for
18 h. Next, the mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature
followed by removal of THF in vacuo. The mixture was extracted
with diethyl ether (50 mL � 4), and the combined organic
extracts were washed with 50 mL of saturated saline solution.
The separated organic layer was dried over sodium sulfate
anhydrous. Aer the sodium sulfate was removed by ltration,
solvents were removed to obtain 4.47 g of a brownish solid
mixture containing 1o. Aer purication by silica gel chroma-
tography (Wakogel® C-200 (75–150 mm), eluent: hexane, 4 ¼
3.5 cm, h ¼ 35 cm), 1.21 g of the crude 1o was obtained as white
powder in 53% yield. The crude 1o was puried by recrystalli-
zation from hexane solution to obtain 717 mg of colourless
needle-shaped crystals of 1o in 31% yield.

mp: 179.0–180.1 �C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): d 0.29 (s,
18H), 1.99 (s, 6H), 7.26 (s, 2H), 7.37 (t, J ¼ 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.45 (d, J
¼ 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.52 (m, 2H), 7.63 (s, 2H); 13C NMR (100 MHz,
CDCl3): d �1.05, 14.7, 122.5, 126.0, 126.3, 128.5, 130.5, 132.8,
133.1, 141.4, 141.8, 142.7; 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3): d �135.1
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(s, 2F), �113.2 (s, 4F); found: C, 59.43; H 5.02. Calc. for
C33H34F6S2Si2: C, 59.61; H, 5.15%.

Photochromic property of 1 in solution

The newly prepared diarylethene 1o showed photochromism in
a hexane solution (Fig. S1c†). Absorption maximum wave-
lengths of 1o and 1c were 284 nm (3¼ 3.78� 104 M�1 cm�1) and
580 nm (3 ¼ 1.76 � 104 M�1 cm�1), respectively. The quantum
yields of cyclization and cycloreversion reactions were 0.65 and
7.9 � 10�3, respectively. The intensities of the irradiation light
were estimated by comparing the photochromic reactions of
diarylethenes as actinometers.35

Preparation of crystals of 1o with capsule structures

The crystals were obtained by recrystallization from organic
solvents such as hexane, ethyl acetate, and dichloromethane.
For example, 100 mg of 1o was dissolved in 8 mL of hexane, and
solvents were allowed to be removed at room temperature under
normal pressure to obtain 7967 crystals of 1o aer two days. The
number of crystals on the optical microscopic images was
counted. Among them, 668 crystals (7.7%) had capsule
structures.

Crystalline capsules containing 9,10-bis(phenylethynyl)
anthracene (BPEA)

Diarylethene 1o 100 mg (1.88 � 10�2 M) and BPEA 0.05 mg (1 �
10�8 M) were dissolved in 8 mL of hexane, and recrystallization
was carried out for two days to obtain 28 mg of crystals. They
include the solution or crystal of BPEA in a capsule structure.

Crystalline capsules containing 5(6)-carboxyuorescein (5(6)-
FAM)

Diarylethene 1o 100 mg (1.88 � 10�2 M) and 5(6)-FAM 37.6 mg
(1.25 � 10�2 M) were dissolved in a mixture of 6 mL of acetone
and 2 mL of methanol, and recrystallization was carried out for
two days to obtain 44 mg of crystals. They include the solution
of 5(6)-FAM in the capsule structure. A crystal capsule was
oated on the surface of a basic borate pH standard buffer
solution (pH ¼ 9.18 at 25 �C), since uorescein derivatives are
known to increase uorescence intensity under basic condi-
tions, and then UV light (l ¼ 365 nm, 550 mW cm�2) was
irradiated (Fig. S2b†).
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